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The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU APL)  
is a not-for-profit University Affiliated Research Center (UARC). 
 
Located north of Washington, DC on 399 acres, with a staff of over 4700. 
 
The Laboratory has been a major asset to the nation since it was 
organized to develop a critical World War II technology in 1942. 
 
APL solves complex research, engineering, and analytical problems that 
present critical challenges to our nation. 
 
http://www.jhuapl.edu 
 
 
 

About APL 
Adam Eric 



About Adam 

!  I am an Information Systems Security Officer. 
!  I used to perform system build automation, 

migrations, security patching, and software 
packaging. 

!  I am not a Mac admin, but I admin from a Mac. 
! Adam.Sawyer@jhuapl.edu  
 



About Eric 

!  I am the Macintosh Services Manager  
for the APL IT Department. 

!  I have the best job in the world. 
!  I get to play with manage Apple technology 

for the Lab. 
!  eric.benfer@jhuapl.edu or eric@benfer.com 
 



We ♥ ? 



APL Mac Management tools 
Symantec 

CrashPlan Active Directory 
Casper 



Agenda 



Agenda 

An effective Windows to Mac OS X Migration 
Strategy involves: 
!  Automating as much of the process as possible 

!  Documenting the manual steps 

!  Correctly setting "Switchers'" expectations 



Agenda 
!  Why 
!  Automate Your Mac Builds 
!  Determine Your Requirements 
!  Go After the Low Hanging Fruit 
!  Set the Switchers’ Expectations 
!  Windows Prep 
!  Capture the Windows Data 
!  Migrate the Data to the Mac 
!  Delivery, Setup, and…  



Why? 



Automate Your Mac Builds 



Automate Your Mac Builds 



Determine Your Requirements 



Go After the Low Hanging Fruit 



Go After the Low Hanging Fruit 

! Your process will be 100% manual at first. 
! What are you currently migrating by hand? 
! What are the users asking for?  
! What can be automated? 



Set The Switchers' Expectations 
Then set it again – correctly. 



Should I get a Mac? 
How do I know if Mac OS X will work well for me? 
 
Mac OS X is a great option for some people at APL.  
For some it may not be the best option. 
 
These are some questions to help determine if you 
can effectively use Mac OS X for your job at APL. 
 



Should I get a Mac? Deal Breakers 
!  Does you job rely on using the advanced features of RMIS?  

Challenge - RMIS does not work on Mac OS X.  
Workaround - APL Terminal Server for read access and Virtual Machines for full (GSS Tunnel) RMIS access.  
Future Solution – The VMWare View hosted VM environment will support full (GSS Tunnel) RMIS access. 

!  Does you job rely on accessing web sites that require Internet Explorer?  
For instance some DOD CAC web sites.  
Challenge - While OS X does work with CAC, Smart Cards, and other certificates, some web sites still require Internet 
Explorer and Active Sync. This means these sites will only work on Windows.  
Workaround - A Windows Virtual Machine to access your CAC and use IE.  
Future Solutions - Most of these web sites are moving away from Active Sync, and becoming platform independent. Tell 
your sponsors to stop using Active Sync. 
For now if your job relies on accessing DOD web sites with CAC, Mac OS X may not be an ideal platform for you. 

!  Does you job rely on using the APL business apps frequently? 
Challenge - Some APL Business Apps still don't work on Mac OS X, even after the EBBS upgrade. 
Workaround - APL Terminal Server and/or Virtual Machines 
Future Solution - EBBS has made it easier to use most APL Business apps on a Mac. 
However APL business apps not based on EBBS still may not work on a Mac. 
For now if your job relies on APL business apps not available in EBBS, Mac OS X may not an ideal platform for you. 



Should I get a Mac? Considerations 
!  Do you know if the programs you use frequently also run on the Mac?  

Do your special programs run natively on Mac OS X? Check the company's web site.  
 

!  Will you require a Windows Virtual Machine?  
Before you decide on a Mac with a Windows VM. Think about why you are moving away from Windows. That VM will 
have all of the same problems you are moving away from. Even though it is a VM it is a Windows computer on the APL 
network. It will be managed with all the same software as a real Windows computer on the APL network. 
Often using the APL Terminal server for programs such as Outlook, Visio, and Project is a more efficient solution. 

!  Do you use the advanced features of SharePoint? 
Challenge – SharePoint advanced features. 
Workaround - Office 2011 Document Connection app and/or APL Terminal Server or a Virtual Machine. 
Future Solution - Share Point 2010 and Office 2011 for Mac. 

!  Do you have several Outlook PST archives? 
Challenge – The current Exchange client for Mac OS X (Entourage) does not read Outlook PST archives. 
Workaround - Access PST files from Outlook on the APL Terminal Server. 
Future Solution - Outlook 2011 for Mac will be available for APL in Mid 2011. It will be able to import PST files into the 
local archive. 



Windows Prep 



Windows Prep 
There are inherent differences between Windows and Mac OS X. 
These differences prevent us from having a fully automated 
Windows to Mac migration process. In order to migrate from 
Windows to Mac OS X some preliminary tasks must occur on the 
Windows source system.  
 
These tasks require interaction from both the user and Help Desk.  
 
The end goal is to move the Windows data into a location 
accessible to the Mac and to allow the current Windows computer 
to continue functioning.  



Windows Prep 
1.  Run the “Windows_Source_Prep.vbs” script as the logged on user. 

The script creates a report of printers, drive mappings, full paths of 
shortcuts on desktop, and currently installed programs to My Documents
\Migration\Windows_Inventory.txt. 
 

2.  Export web browser bookmarks/favorites to html file into My Documents
\Migration. 
 

3.  Export any Verisign or other certificates from IE to My Documents
\Migration. 



Windows Prep 
4.  Identify and MOVE all “user data” to My Documents.  

Include all files identified by the user. Use your expertise and best 
judgment to identify any data the user may not have considered.  
All Encrypted files and folder MUST be decrypted.  
ONLY the My Documents and Desktop folders will be migrated to the 
Mac. 
 

5.  Organize, identify, and consolidate all PST files.  
If they are not already in My Documents, unlink from Outlook, move them 
into My Documents, and relink them. 
PST files must be in the newer 2003 format in order to be imported into 
Outlook 2011 for Mac.  
 



Windows Prep - Script 

! Visual Basic Scripting (VBS, VBScript) 
! Windows Management Instrumental (WMI) 
! Windows Batch (BAT) 
! Windows Power Shell (Power Script) 
! Windows Explorer – manually (Documented) 





Example – Mapped Drives 



Example – Desktop Links 



Example– Special files 





Capture the Windows Data 



Capture the Windows Data 
!  Mac to Mac migrations - We capture the source Mac to a dmg, 

and store that on a server. 
!  Altiris Rapid Deploy img - Macs cannot read the format. 
!  Ghost ISO - Failed every time there was a file bigger than 4GB. 
!  Ghost VMDK - Worked, but would fail if there was a problem with 

the source computer. Typically system are 4+ years old. 
!  Microsoft User State Migration tool (USMT) – Configured to copy 

just the users’ My Documents and Desktop to a server. 
!  The user is responsible for the delta. 



Migrate the Data to the Mac 



Migrate the Data to the Mac 
!  Minimize user downtime! 
!  We prefer not to tie up both computers. 
!  Migrate the Windows data during the build 

process, prior to delivery. 
!  We use a simple Finder copy from a server. 
!  To get started, you could simply mount the 

Windows C$ share on the Mac. 





Example – WinToMacTransfer.app 



Delivery, Setup, and…  
! Have the user log into the Mac. 
! Move their data into their Home Directory. 
! Utilize the Windows_Inventory file to: 

" Mount Drives, Setup Printers, Fix Windows 
shortcuts, import bookmarks, Import PSTs, setup 
S/MIME, etc… 

! Document all of this and on a Mac411 site. 
!  Teach them how to use a Mac?  

 



What about Migration Assistant? 



What about Migration Assistant? 

!  It does not migrate Active Directory 
accounts. 

!  It only works within the same network 
segment. 

!  It ties up both computers. 



Gotchas 

! User’s who jumped without looking. 
! Careful, you might end up with more 

VMs then you are prepared to support. 
! Careful, you might end up with more 

Macs then you are prepared to support. 
! You might become a Rock God! 



Scripts 

!  https://public.me.com/ericbenfer 




